
State of Vermont
ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

10 V.S.A. 05 6001-6092

Re: Hemdon  and Deborah Foster
Application #5R0891-8B-EB

FINDINGS OF FACT,_CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER

This decision pertains to an appeal filed by Hemdon  and Deborah Foster (Applicants)
from the denial by the District #5 Environmental Commission (District Commission) of their
apphcation  for a Land Use Permit to use a lot in a previously permitted subdivision in
Williamstown, Vermont, for the storage of industrial heavy duty trucks  and related equipment in
conjunction with the Applicants’ truck/equipment fabrication and sales business located on an
adjacent lot (the Project). For the reasons explained below, the Environmental Board (Board)
denies the permit application.

I. BACKGROUND

On April 15, 1996, the Applicants filed Land Use Permit Application S5R089  l -8B
(Application) with the District Commission. The Application was reviewed in a consolidated
proceeding involving a number of amendments to the previously permitted Saldi/ Hebert
subdivision (Subdivision). On August 28, 1996, the District Commission issued a decision
denying the Application under criteria 8 (aesthetics) and 10 (local plan). & Re: Doug  and
Shawn Stape. Kevin and Julie Henderson. and Hemdon  and Deborah Foster, #5RO89  1-6A. 6B>
8B, 9A and 11A. Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order (Aug. 28, 1996) (Decision).

On September 23, 1996, the Applicants’filed an appeal with the Board, challenging the
District Commission’s findings, conclusions, and order with respect to the Project under criteria
8 and 10. No other parties to the District Commission’s consolidated proceeding filed timely
appeals.

On October 10,1996,  an Act 250 Notice of Appeal and Prehearing  Conference was
issued by the Board. This was published in the Times Arvys on October 12, 1996. Persons
entering timely appearances in this matter were: the Applicants, by James Jamele,  Esq.; Laurence
Hebert,  pro se; Williamstown Square Elderly Housing (Williamstown Square) by Richard,
Dybvig, pro se; and the Williamstown Planning Commission (Planning Commission), by John
Perkins.

A prehearing conference was convened by Chair Ewing on October 24, 1996, at 130
p.m., in Monpelier, Vermont, at the National Life Records Center Building, Environmental
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Board Conference Room. Those participating in the prehearing conference were: the Applicants,
by Joseph P. McEntyre,  Esq., standing in for attorney Jamele; and the Planning Commission, by
John Perkins. Also present was Kristina  L. Bielenberg, Associate General Counsel to the Board.
Mr. Hebert  and Mr. Dybvig each notified the Board prior to the prehearing conference of their
unavailability to attend.

On November 6, 1996, the.Chair.issued  a Prehearing.Conference  Report and Order
setting forth the issues on appeal and certain filing deadlines in anticipation of a hearing on the
merits. On November 19, 1996, the Chair issued a Supplemental Preheating Conference Report
and Order, ruling on certain party status requests. On December 9, 1996, the Chair issued a
Supplemental Scheduling Order governing the prefiling  of evidence and an Act 250 Notice of
Public Hearing. These three prehearing conference documents are hereby incorporated by
reference.

A second prehearing conference to plan the hearing day was convened by the Chair in
Montpelier, Vermont, on February IO, 1997, at 1l:OO a.m., at the National Life Records Center
Building, Environmental Board Conference Room. At that time, the Chair informed the parties
that the Board would consider, as a preliminary matter at hearing, Williamstown Square’s filing
of January 2 1, 1997, requesting that the Board take official notice of certain applications, Land
Use Permits, supporting documents, and related District Commission decisions contained in the
District Commission files for #5RO891  and subsequent amendments.

On February 12,1997,  at 9:30 a.m., the Chair convened a hearing of the Board at the
Meeting Room, Williamstown Fire Station, Williamstown, Vermont. All of the parties were
present and participated: the Applicants, by James Jamele, Esq.; Williamstown Square, by
Richard Dybvig; the Planning Commission, by Louis Gomez; and Laurence Hebert.  pro se.
Following an opportunity for introductory statements, the Board recessed the hearing to conduct
a site visit to inspect the Project site and adjoining properties. Following the site visit, the Board
reconvened the hearing and placed its observations on the record.

I
I

At the hearing, the parties stipulated to the admission of all prefiled  exhibits. The Board i
also  took official notice of the District Commission’s files with respect to the following Land I
Use Permit applications: #5RO891,  #5R0891-6,  #5R0891-6B,  #5R0891-8,  #5R0891-8A,  and
#5R089  1-8B. ‘The Board took notice of these items after providing the parties with an oppor-

i

I
hmity to object to the notice of these files. Counsel for the Applicants indicated that he had no ;
objection to the Board’s notice of the contents of these files, provided that the material so noticed j
was relevant to consideration of the activities on Lots #9 and 11 of the Subdivision. I

At hearing, the Board heard testimony from the following witnesses: for the Applicants,
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Hemdon  Foster, Jr., Louis Gomez, and Laurence Hebert;  for Williamstown Square, Mark
MacDonald, Robert Chappelle, and Richard Dybvig. Also appearing on his own behalf was
Ronald Saldi, Sr.

The Board deliberated concerning this matter on February 12, April 2, April 23, and May
28, 1997. On May 28, 1997, following a review of the evidence and arguments presented in this
case, the Board declared the record complete and adjourned the hearing. This matter is now
ready for decision. To the extent any proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law are
included below, they are granted; otherwise, they are denied. & Petition of Village of
Hardwick  Electric Departma 3 143 Vt. 437,445 (1983).

II.

1.

2.

III.

1.

2.

ISSUES

Whether the Project will not have an undue adverse effect on aesthetics (10 V.S.A.
$6086(a)(8));  and

Whether the Project is in conformance with the Williamstown Town Plan (10 V.S.A.
$6086(a)(  10)).

FINDINGS OF FACT

The Applicants own and operate Vermont Municipal Truck Equipment, a truck and
equipment fabrication and sales business on Lot #I 1 in the Saldi/  Hebert  Subdivision in
Williamstown, Vermont. Vermont Municipal Truck Equipment has between 16 and
20 employees.

The Subdivision (also known as the Williamstown Business Center) was approved in
1989 with the issuance of Land Use Permit #5RO891-6. This permit amendment
authorized the subdivision of 42 +/- acres for a mix of primarily commercial uses, the
construction of 750 feet of new roadway, and the installation of extensions to municipal
water and sewer lines. The applicants for this permit amendment were Ronald Saldi, Sr.,
and Laurence Hebert.  Condition 12 of this permit required that each prospective lot
purchaser be shown a copy of the permit and its conditions prior to the sale of the lots.
Condition 14 required that an amendment application be filed for an as-built review of an
auto sales/ body shop project which had commenced by Ronald Saldi, Sr., on Lot #l 1.
Condition 2 1 specified that, prior to any development on Lot #9 and all other lots, an
amendment application had to be filed for review by the District Commission under

:: 1
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

several Act 250 criteria, including criteria 8 and 10.

In 1990, Land Use Permit #SR0891-8  was issued approving an auto sales/ body shop
operation on Lot #11. The applicants for this permit amendment were Ronald Saldi, Sr.,
and Ronald Saldi, Jr. Land Use Permit #5R0891-8  contained provisions to control and
limit the use and physical appearance of the lot. Condition 12 required that metal wastes
be stored behind the building. Condition 13 established a specific auto display area and
set a limit of 15 automobiles-in the display area. Additionally, Condition 1 required the
applicants to submit to the District Commission for prior permit approval any changes to
the approved project.

After the issuance of Land Use Permit #5R0891-8,  Vermont Municipal Truck Equipment
occupied and operated its business out of the building located on Lot #I 1 without a prior
permit amendment.

In 1994, Land Use Permit #5R0891-8A  was issued to the Applicants for the construction
of a 30’ x 60’ addition to the Vermont Municipal Truck Equipment building on Lot #I 1.
The Applicants agreed to provide, and maintain, 40 fir trees along two sides of Lot #l 1 in
order to screen activities on that lot. Condition 7 of the permit required the applicants to
install landscaping within six months of construction and to maintain and replace dead
and diseased plantings. The Applicants presently store trucks and equipment in a yard
area to the west and east of their building, but most of the trees they had agreed to plant
as a screen along their property line have died and have not been replaced.

Some time after the issuance of Land Use Permit #5R0891-8A,  Vermont Municipal
Truck Equipment began to use Lot #9 in the Subdivision for equipment storage. The
Applicants had not filed a permit amendment application for this use. Therefore, in late
1995 the District #5 Environmental Coordinator corresponded with the Applicants raising
concerns about compliance with Act 250.

On April 16,1996,  the Applicants filed Land Use Permit Application #5RO89 l -8B,
requesting approval of the use of Lot #9 for the storage of industrial heavy duty trucks
and related equipment in conjunction with Vermont Municipal Truck Equipment’s
activities on Lot #l 1.

Lot #9 is comprised of 0.75 acres of undeveloped, open land. The southeast comer of Lot
#9 adjoins Lot #l  1. At the time of the Board’s site visit, truck bodies were stored on the
site.

According to their application for Land Use Permit #5RO89 1-6,  the original intention
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of the developers, Saldi and Hebert,  was to use Lot #9 for commercial, retail or office
use. Two specific uses subsequently considered by Hebert  were a day care center and an
office center.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

The Applicants propose to use Lot #9 as a parking lot for trucks awaiting repair or
refitting at the shop on Lot #l 1. The Applicants assert that they will not use Lot #9 for
the storage of heavy inventory or.for.the.  stacking of truck bodies. The Applicants
anticipate that between 20 and 35 large trucks would be stored at any one time on Lot #9.
These trucks would be approximately 8 feet tall. Between 6 and 8 trucks would be
moved between Lots #9 and 11, perhaps 4 or 5 times each day.

The Applicants propose to access Lot #9 from  Lot I#1 1 by means of a rough drive
between the two lots. The Applicants have already established this access road between
the two lots. Lot #9 also will have access to Route 14 from a common driveway which
borders Lot #9 on the north. & Finding 14.

The Applicants propose to plant a hedge of cedar trees, 4’ deep and 6’ high along the
boundary between Lots #9 and 8 and along the northern boundary of Lot #9. A planting
of young maple trees currently borders Lot #9 on the west, having been planted by the
owners of Lot #8. However, most of these trees are dead or dying, apparently as a result
of snow removal activities on both Lots #8 and 9.

The Subdivision is located primarily on low meadowland bounding the Stevens Branch
of the Winooski River at the southern outskirts of the Village of Williamstown, Vermont.
The southerly and easterly boundary of the Subdivision tract follows the base of a steep,
westerly facing hillside. The western boundary of the Subdivision is State highway,
Route 14.

Lot #9 is located in the middle of the Subdivision, west of and at an elevation below Lot
#l  1. Other lots in the Subdivision adjoining Lot # 9 are Lots #12 to the south, Lot #8 to
the west, Lots #l, 2, and 3 to the north, Lot #I4 to the northeast, and Lot #lO to the east.
A 50’ wide right-of-way developed as a common driveway to serve most of the Subdivi-
sion lots, separates Lot #9 from Lots #l ,2,3  and 4.

Lots #4 and 14 on the northern portion of the Subdivision tract are primarily wetland and
therefore are non-developable lots. Lots #l ,2,3  and 6 have not been developed at this
time.

Several lots within the Subdivision have been developed with Act 250 approval. These

i

/
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17.

18.

19.
.

20.

21.

22.

23.

are a 16-unit  apartment complex on Lot #5, a construction company offtce and garage on
Lot #7, a convenience store (“Pump and Pantry”) with two retail rental units on Lot #8,
and a restaurant / lounge (“Country Music Box”) on Lot # 10. The uses on Lots #5,7 and
9 were approved in 1989 as part of Land Use Permit #5R0891-6.  The use on Lot #lO
was approved in 1990 with &issuance of Land Use Permit #5R0891-9.  Additionally,
subsequent to the commencement of construction, Land Use Permit #5R0891-11  was
issued in 1993  to Ronald Saldi, Sr., for an office building on Lot #12.

Prior to 1989, Lot #13 had been developed with an 8-unit  apartment building. A single
family dwelling was designated for Lot #15.

Lot #5 and 7 are located to the north of Lot #4 just below the base of the steep hill.
Lots #lo, 11 and 12 are likewise located just below the toe of this hill. & Finding #13.
Lots #8, 12, and 13 are clustered at the southwestern comer of the Subdivision, with each
lot abutting and directly accessing Route 14 to the west.

The Subdivision as a whole is highly visible from Route 14 whether one is traveling from
the south or from the north.

Viewed from either Route 14 or from the Subdivision access drive, the Subdivision tract j
is visually dominated by large areas of undeveloped open space comprised of fields,
lawns, and some parking areas, surrounding small commercial and residential structures.
The fact that development on Lots #5,7, 10, 11, and 12 is located away from Route 14, at
the base of the hill, with fields and wetland in the fore and middle ground, only
reinforces this visual effect.

The land uses surrounding the Subdivision are those associated with a rural landscape.
The steep hillside to the east and south of the Subdivision is largely woodland with
some sloping meadow. To the west of Route 14, the land is largely devoted to agricul-
tural  use. Immediately opposite Lots #l and 8 of the Subdivision, is Williamstown
Square, a 22-unit  residential project for senior citizens. The four closely clustered
buildings that comprise this project are completely surrounded by open fields.

Together, the Subdivision and Williamstown Square properties provide a rural “gateway” ~
to the historic village of Williamstown. This is especially evident to persons traveling ~
north on Route 14 who, upon reaching th:. southerly end of the Subdivision, view the
village with its church steeple and white clapboard buildings across the meadowland.

The Subdivision tract was once part of the 300 +/- Carpenter Farm. Prior to approval of ;

I

I
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24.

2.5.

26.

27.

28.

the Subdivision in 1989, the land was used for agricultural purposes. The Subdivision
tract was once a part of the “Agricultural District” designated in the Williamstown
Municipal Plan.

The Town of Williamstown has no permanent zoning regulations. The current
Williamstown Municipal Plan (Town Plan), adopted in 1993, is the primary expression
of the Town’s policies concerning land use development.

The Town Plan contains a section entitled, %bjectives and Principals.” Several
statements contained in this section are particularly relevant to consideration of the
Project:

1. To make the best use of all of Williamstown’s land by giving special attention
to the natural conditions of each area. The Plan proposes a flexible pattern of
development based upon density of land use related to the location, highway
system, land and soil conditions, and the general character of the area.

3. To maintain the Village area as the center of activity of Williamstown. Retail and
service businesses should be concentrated within the village and rather than in
outlying areas. Vacant land within the Village should be made available for the
development of new businesses and for homes on small lots.

5. To encourage the continued development of new businesses and industries
appropriate to Williamstown. The Plan provides suitable areas in Town for
business expansion in order to broaden and diversity the economic activities in
Williamstown.

The Town Plan includes a Land Use Plan map (Town Map).

All of the Subdivision lots approved in the 5R0891-6  series of amended Land Use
Permits are located in the “Village Gpen  District” according to the Town Map. Also :
according to the Town Map, the “Village District” lies just to the north of the Subdivi- /
sion. South of the Subdivision, on the west side of Route 14, is an area designated as an
“Industrial District.” Surrounding these three districts on the west, north and east is an

i
:

area designated “Village Growth District.”

The “Village District” encompasses the historic Village of Williamstown and is intended ’
for “[a] mixture of village-type uses,” including planned residential and planned unit
development, as well as commercial and industrial uses provided that these meet certain
standards.
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29.

30.

31.

32.

The “Village Growth District” was established adjoining the “Village District” to provide ;
for “future growth of the Village.” Residential development, especially planned residen-
tial and planned unit development, are encouraged in this district. However, other uses
are permitted under certain conditions. Section IV.A.2. of the Town Plan states:

Although this is primarily a residential District, commercial and light
industrial development shall be conditionally permitted, provided such
development will not:
(A) adversely affect the character of the area;
(B) create traffic congestion; nor
(C) cause air, water or noise pollution.

The “Village Open District,” established by the Town Plan at section IV.A.3.,  is
described as follows:

Formerly agricultural, this District is characterized by open, flat land, recently ’
connected to the Town sewer system. ti

A mixture of Village Growth uses are permitted provided that they are
compatible with the aesthetic and architectural character of the surrounding
properties.

Furthermore, at least 50% of the property must be actively maintained as open
space, and the location of individual structures and landscaping must allow for un-
obstructed views of contiguous open areas.

Commercial and light industrial uses within this District shall screen stored
materials and non-customer vehicles from view.

Under the Town Plan, a mixture of land uses which are allowed in the “Village Growth
District” are permitted in the “Village Open District” provided that the uses “are
compatible with the aesthetic and architectural character of the surrounding properties.”

The “Industrial District,” established by the Town Plan at section IV.A.S.,  involves
lands readily accessible yet isolated from most other uses. Within this district, the
following uses are authorized:

Light industrial uses are encouraged in this District, and heavy industrial use
may be permitted when regulated to meet acceptable performance standards. Any ;--/

I
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regulation should take into account the type of water generated. Extraction of
earth resources is permitted.

I!
! 33. Section III. of the Town Plan includes the following definition:

“Commercial” or “Light Industrial” uses mean those enterprises which:
(A) employ no more than 20 on premise employees;
(B) manufacture, repair, or assemble products or provide services within the

confines of the buildings;
(C) dispose of no waste except human septage, on premises; and
(D) cause no undue air, noise, or water pollution.

‘I IV. CONCTSJSIONS  OF LAW

/ A. PROCEDURAL ISSUES

I. Stove of ADLW~

The Applicants’ Notice of Appeal challenged the District Commission’s findings,
conclusions, and order with respect to the Project under criteria 8 and 10. The Applicants had
sought approval for the Project described in Application #5R0891-8B.  Although the District
Commission’s decision addressed a number of amendment applications related to the Subdivi-
sion, no other parties to the District Commission’s consolidated proceeding tiled timely appeals.

VI Among the other applications that the District Commission had considered and denied as
part of the consolidated proceeding was Application #5R0891-6A,  a request for approval of a

I common landscaping plan for Lots #8,9, 10, 11, and 12 in the Subdivision. The Applicants did
not appeal the District Commission’s denial of this application to the Board. Therefore, the

: :
j

Chair preliminarily ruled at the initial prehearing conference that consideration of the common
landscaping plan is not within the scope of the present appeal. Preheating Conference Report

j and Order at 2 (Nov. 6, 1996). &_&Q EBR 40(E).
/

. #I No party has sought review of the Chair’s preliminary ruling. Therefore, the Board adopts
1

’ I
the Chair’s ruling as its own, concluding that the scope of this appeal is limited to de novo
consideration of Application #5R0891-8B.
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2. De Nova  Rev&

In their Notice of Appeal, the Applicants asked the Board to determine whether the
Commission correctly interpreted the Williamstown Town Plan and its intent. The Chair
informed the parties at the prehearing conference that the hearing before the Board is de novg
rather than a review on the record, and therefore the question posed by the Applicants is not
within the purview of the Board to consider.. Preheating Conference Report and Order at 2
(Nov. 6, 1996).

PI The Board is required to hold a de hearing on appeals from decisions made by
a district commission. 10 V.S.A. 5 6089(a). “A de nova  proceeding at an appellate level
commonly designates a hearing as though no action whatever had been instituted in the District
Environmental Commission below.” he Preseaulf  130 Vt. 343,348 (1982). A trial de nova
is regarded as an original proceeding, and errors or ikgularities  that took place in the initial
proceeding are immaterial. 2 Am. Jur.2d Administrative Law 9 698.

The Board, therefore, concurs with the Chair that it must hear the Applicants’ appeal as
though the District Commission had taken no action with respect to the Application.

3. of Production vs Bur&n  of Proof

Because the Board is limited to de nova  review of the District Commission’s Decision, it
must evaluate the parties’ evidence based on certain rules governing the allocation of the burdens
of production and persuasion.

[31 Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. $6086(a), the Board is required to make positive findings with
respect to the ten Act 250 criteria, irrespective of the placement of the burden of proof. ti
&n&, 158 Vt. 230,237 (1992). The applicant has the burden of producing sufficient evidence
in order to enable the Board to making affirmative  finclmgs  under all ten criteria. A party with
the burden of producing evidence can lose if sufficient evidence is not provided. However, if an
applicant puts forward sufficient evidence to permit the trier of fact to find in the applicant’s
favor, then the question remains which party -- the applicant or the person opposing a project -
has the burden of persuasion.

141 Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. Q 6088, the burdens of production and persuasion are both squarely
on the applicant under criteria 1 though 4,9 and 10. However, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. $6088(b),
the burden of persuasion with respect to criteria 5 through 8 is on the party opposing the “J
application. However, the burden of production always falls on the applicant.
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Using the example of review of a project’s impact on historic sites, the Board has
previously construed the allocation of burdens of production and persuasion as follows:

I[J]nder  Criterion 8 an applicant must provide a district commission or
the Board with information regarding any historic sites in the project area.
If there are historic sites involved, then the applicant would have to provide
evidence as to the effect of the project on the historic site. Without such
information, a district commission [or the Board] could not make a finding on
Criterion 8, and thus the project would have to be denied. However, once such
information is provided, any party opposing the project would have to show an
undue adverse effect. If the evidence provided by the applicant and “any party
opposing” were equal, the district commission or Board would have to find in
favor of the applicant.

Re: Imported Cars of Rutland.  Inc., Application #lR0156-2-EB,  Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law, and Order at 3 (Oct. 12, 1982).

PI The Board has previously concluded that an applicant must provide sufficient evidence
for the Board to make a positive finding even if the burden of proof on a criterion rests with the
opponent. Re:‘s Prom, Application #3R0486-EB,  Memorandum of Decision at 5 (Jan.
27, 1987). Moreover, the Board has determined that the necessary corollary of this rule is that
should the evidence presented suggest a negative finding to the Board, it must make such a
finding. Re: Chester P. and Rertha B. Den& Land Use Permit Amendment #lB0036-2-EB,
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order at 8 (March 27, 1989). The Vermont Supreme
Court has summarized the allocation of burdens under 10 V.S.A. $6088(b), with specific
reference to project review under criterion 8, as follows:

mhe allocation of the burden of proof to opponents merely relieves the applicant
of the “risk of non-persuasion,” and means that in the absence of evidence on the
issue, or where the evidence is indecisive, the issue must be decided in the
applicant’s favor. The burden of proof allocations of Act 250 impose “no limits,
direct or indict, on the evidence the Board is allowed to consider in deciding
whether a particular issue has been proved.” While the applicant never bears the
risk of non-persuasion of the Board as to the aesthetics criterion, the burden of
proof is properly satisfied by the actual proof of adverse aesthetic effect,
r”regardless  of which parry  introduces the evidence.“’

In_&&& at 237 (cases cited omitted).
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[6-71 Additionally, the Court has held that the Board’s rules contemplate circumstances in
which no party appears in opposition to a permit issuance or no opponent presents evidence on
the issues for which opponents bear the burden of proof. EBR 20, in particular, permits the
Board “to make reasonable inquiry as it finds necessary to making findings and conclusions as
required.” Therefore, even when there is no opposing party or evidence in opposition with
respect to criterion 8, this does not mean that the applicant will automatically prevail on the
aesthetics issue. u. Indeed, as long as it does not constitute the exclusive basis for the Board’s
decision, evidence gathered by the.Baard.  during a site. visit may satisfy the burden of proof on
factors to be considered in granting a Land Use Permit. In re De& at 238.

B. CONFORMANCE WITH CRITERION 8

PI As a prerequisite to issuing a Land Use Permit to the Applicants, the Board must I

affirmatively find that the Project “will not have an undue adverse effect on the scenic or natural ;
beauty of the area, aesthetics, historic sites or rare and irreplaceable areas.” 10 V.S.A. 0 !

6086(a)(8). /

‘4
191 The Board uses a two-part test to determine if a project satisfies criterion 8. First, it :
must determine whether the Project will have an “adverse” effect on the values described in the I
criterion. Second, if the effect is determined to be “adverse,” the Board must additionally find
that it is “undue”.

. .
Re:, #lR0785-EB,  Findings of Fact, Conclusions :

of Law and Order at 33 (April 3,1997); Re: #3 WO411  -EB and #3 WO439-
EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order at 18-19 (Jan. 13,1986).

[lo] In order to determine whether the Applicants have met their burden of production with
respect to the first part of this test, the Board must consider whether the Project will be in
harmony with its surroundings, considering several factors, including the Project’s impact on
open space and visibility from highways and surrounding properties. Re: Chester P. and I&& ,
B. Denin  at 7-9; affirmed  In re Denin  (1992).

[ll] In judging the aesthetic impact oy the Project under criterion 8, the Board has determined i
that it must ask the question: Will the Project be in harmony with its surroundings -- will it “fit”
the context within which it will be located? m., #3W0364-l A-EB,

j

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order at 8 (Feb. 3, 1987). I

[12] To answer this question, the Board must first determine the nature of the Project’s I

surroundings. This requires a factual inquiry taking into consideration, among other things, the i
types and density of land uses presently in existence, the type of topography, and whether the ’ _
area has particular scenic value. Ig.
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The findings of fact make amply clear that the Project is located on land in close
proximity to the historic village of Williamstown. Lot #9, and indeed most of the Subdivision,
is situated on low meadowland formerly used for agriculture. For this reason, the predominant
feature of the site is open space, with long views to the village, unobstructed by trees or other
vegetation. The Subdivision is highly visible from Route 14 as one approaches the village from
the south. Therefore, for the traveling public, the land comprising the Subdivision along with the
Williamstown Square property forman important scenic feature; a “gatgway” to the historic
village.

Land uses located in the surrounding area are a mix of residenfial,  commercial residential,
retail and commercial, but agric&ral and open space uses predominate. In the Subdivision, all
uses are residential, commercial residential, retail and commercial, with the exception of the
business operated by Vermont Municipal Truck Equipment on Lots #I 1 and now #9. Neverthe-
less, each of the structures within the Subdivision is modest in scale, and there is ample open
space on each lot. In this way, unobstructed views to the village and surrounding countryside
are maintained.

Vermont Municipal Truck Equipment operates what may be described as a light indus-
trial use involving extensive outdoor storage. It is the only such use within the Subdivision and
surrounding area. The outdoor storage of trucks and equipment on Lots #9 and 11 is not visually
compatible with the surrounding uses.

At the hearing, the Applicants orally proposed to plant a hedge of cedars around a portion
of the boundary of Lot #9. They stated that they would do whatever the Board considered
necessary to mitigate the adverse visual impacts of the Project.

I

I

;;
i

L
ii

[13] The  Board does not design projects. The Board reviews and responds to submissions
by applicants. In this instance there is no adequate submission for a considered response.
The Applicants have not informed the Board as to the exact extent of storagk and any specific
landscaping plan for mitigation, keeping ’ ind the 50% open space goal required for the
Village Open District. & &: Waterb om,#5 WI 068-EB,  Findings  of
Fact, Conclusions oflaw, and Order at 36 (July 19, 1991).

However, in the Board’s opinion, mitigation of the adverse visual impact of the Project
cannot be accomplished through such plantings. Indeed, the Board considers it highly unlikely
that, given the nature of the Project, any landscaping plan could be devised which would screen
the vehicles while providing sufficient open space. This is because the use contemplated will
occupy most, if not all, of the area of Lot #9. At a minimum, to be in harmony with its sur-
roundings, a large portion of Lot #9 (at least 50% of the property) would have to be left as
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I
; ; unobstructed open space. The fact that individual trucks will come and go from the site, does not
/ 1 change the ultimate conclusion that Lot #9 will be largely occupied by vehicles and equipment

i throughout the year. The Board reaches this conclusion based principally on the limited evidence :
, ! presented by the Applicants.
i
: I
;

Therefore, it is the Board’s opinion that the Applicants have failed to meet their burden
I ! of production under Criterion 8.. They  simplyhave.not.put  forward sufficient  evidence to
j : demonstrate that the Project will not have an undue adverse aesthetic effect.

I

1; C. CONFORMANCE WITH CRITERION 10

I
! [14] Prior to issuing a Land Use Permit, the Board must find that the Project “is in con-

formance with any duly adopted local or regional plan or capital program under chapter 117 of
title 24.” 10 V.S.A. 8 6086(10).  Williamstown has a duly adopted Town Plan. The Board will
therefore consider whether the Project is in conformance with such plan.

The Board’s town plan analysis under criterion 10 is conducted in accordance with
. .

h u, 163 Vt. 25 (1994); Re: # 1 R0785-EB,  Findings  of
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order (April 3, 1997); 1,
#lR0780-EB,  Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order (Aug. 19, 1996); and &
Manchester , #8B0500-EB,  Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Order (Sept. 29, 1995).

[15] The essential holding of w is that zoning by-laws are germane to interpreting
9

i
ambiguous provisions of a town plan. -Manchester  Cow supra at 27. However, where

: I a town has not adopted zoning by-laws, as is the case with Williamstown, then the Board must
resort to construing the plan as best it can based on the plain language of the document or using
other evidence of municipal legislative intent.

’ [16] The Board’s task is not difficult in this case. The language of the Williamstown
Town Plan is not ambiguous. Therefore, the Board will give effect to the plain meaning of its

i 1 provisions. Although the parties don’t necessarily agree, the Board concludes that the Project
. 11 is located in the “Village Open District.” That district contemplates a mix of uses, including

commercial and light industrial. However, the Project, as it is currently operated and as it is
proposed, does not conform with the requirements of that district.

It is apparent from the record that Vermont Municipal Truck Equipment has expanded its
i operations incrementally, both in the amount of building space and outdoor storage area needed

I
jJ
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to conduct its operations. It also has expanded in the number of employees. Indeed, it is near the I
threshold of becoming a heavy industrial use, a use which is not permitted in the “Village Open
District,” but which is permitted in the nearby “Industrial District.”

The expansion of storage to Lot #9, as noted on the previous page, is not compatible with
surrounding land uses and creates an undue adverse aesthetic impact. It also is not consistent
with Section IV.A.3 of the Town-Plan. In order for a light industrial use to be allowed in the
“Village Open District” it must satisfy certain criteria set forth for such uses in the “Village
Growth District.” One of these requires that the use not “adversely affect the character of the
area.”

As is evident from the record, the Project is not compatible with surrounding uses in
terms of its scale and impact on area aesthetics. The “Village Open District” specifically
requires that “at least 50 % of the property must be actively maintained as open space, and the
location of individual structures and landscaping must allow for unobstructed views of
contiguous open areas.” This is a specific and unambiguous policy.

[ 171 Therefore, while the Town Plan encourages the development of new businesses and
industry in Williamstown, such development must occur in areas that are appropriate for such
uses and in conformance with conditions imposed for those locations. Industrial uses, light and
even heavy, are clearly appropriate for the “Industrial District.” But where, as in this instance,
light industrial uses are conditionally allowed, they must comply with the specific standards set
forth to assure compatibility with such other uses as are permitted. In this case, such other uses
allowed by the Town Plan in the “Village Open District” are primarily residential and
commercial, meeting the standards for open space protection.

[18] While the section IV.A.3 of the Town Plan allows light industrial uses within the
“Village Open District,” such uses must not “adversely affect the character of the area.” While ,
outdoor storage of material and non-customer vehicles are permitted provided they are screened 1
from view, it is apparent that this provision was not designed to address the visual impacts of a ~
use such as the one presented by the Project. This  is because the area of lot coverage contem-
plated by the Applicants far exceeds the standard set for all uses in the “Village Open District.”

j
1

Also, landscaping, if proposed, could not be effective in both screening the vehicles and allowing
unobstructed views of contiguous open areas as required in the Town Plan.

I

I

Therefore, the Board concludes that the Project is not in conformance with the Town Plan 1
and therefore does not comply with criterion 10. I
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D. CONCLUSION

The Board determines that there is insufficient evidence upon which to base an a&ma-
tive finding under criterion 8. The Board determines that the Project is not in conformance with
criterion 10. Therefore, the Board concludes that the Project will cause or result in a detriment to
the public health, safety or general welfare under criteria 8 and 10 of 10 V.S.A. $6086(a).

v. ORDER

1. Application #5R0891-8B-EB  is DENIED.

2. Jurisdiction is returned to the District Commission.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont, this 2”pday of June, 1997.

VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD I

Marcy Harding
Samuel Lloyd
Rebecca Nawrath
William Martinez
Larry Bruce, Alternate
Rebecca Day, Alternate


